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Why did we pick DD4hep for the ATHENA proposal?
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1. It fit well within our philosophy
2. We knew from experience it would be feasible to train a large group of people to 

become productive quickly.



How did DD4hep fit into the software stack?
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Gaudi (originally LHCb):
connect geometry and 
data to algorithms

DD4hep (CLiC, SLD):
define active and 
passive geometry, 
readout segmentation

ACTS (ATLAS):
provide general track 
reconstruction algorithms

Call ACTS for tracking & 
vertexing, providing hits 
and detector geometries

Simulation in npsim 
(DDG4) provides 
hits for Gaudi

ACTS has built-in support for DD4hep geometries

Juggler: I/O, digitization, 
reconstruction, clustering 
and tracking algorithms

DD4hep geometry 

service in Juggler
G4 backend (can be swapped 
out, e.g., celeritas, opticks,…)

Flat output files (podio) 
enable flexible workflows 
(ROOT, python,…) without 
additional dependencies, 
available worldwide (S3, 
xrootd)



Experiences with DD4hep
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Parametrized geometries
● Geometry configuration happens through XML files: easy to edit for beginners!
● Learning curve to design a proper detector parametrization a bit steeper, but 

easy to overcome under expert guidance.
● Worth it:

○ Well designed parametrization easy to maintain.
○ Parametrized geometries show their power when designing and 

optimizing a detector: were able to manage four major design iterations 
for ATHENA (Acadia, BigBend, Canyonlands, DeathValley), and many 
smaller optimizations.

● jsROOT geometry browser invaluable for both beginners and experts.

The DD4hep Community

Development with DD4hep
● Very positive interactions with DD4hep developers:

○ Joined some of their regular meetings
○ ATHENA had multiple pull requests merged into main DD4hep GitHub 

repository, very fast turnaround!
● Long-term pathway for custom DD4hep plugins: can minimize amount of 

custom code we need to maintain ourselves by pushing our developments 
upstream to DD4hep and share with the entire particle physics community.
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Showcase: Modern toolkit enables creativity
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ATHENA 3D VR display created by PhD student Sean Preins (UCR)

Structuring the toolkit as a set of 
modular, orthogonal tools 
(independent geometry description, 
independent detector simulation, 
independent data model, …) enabled 
our colleagues to make use of our 
environment in creative new ways … a 
big win in our book!

DD4hep has an API for both C++ and Python that can be used for a wide range of future applications 
that we cannot currently envision (e.g., streaming readout, future event builders, …)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vx2ukOJOBg


How does DD4hep address the geometry requirements?
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✅
✅
✅
✅

✅
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… checks all the boxes!
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✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
✅

…and many more (e.g. CAD export for integration in project workflows).



In line with the EIC Software Statement of Principles

✓ DD4hep works with a modular approach, meant from the ground up to interface with various 
simulation and reconstruction/framework components.

✓ DD4hep itself is modular. Example: Using the geometry component and reconstruction 
components does not lock us in to the conditions or calibrations module.

✓ Barrier of entry very low. Example: Changing geometries only requires knowledge of 
DD4hep, which in many cases means knowledge of editing XML files.

✓ Track-record of user-friendliness: able to onboard large detector proposal effort (ATHENA) 
with very good results.

✓ User guide, documentation, tutorials, active worldwide community. 8



In line with the EIC Software Statement of Principles

✓ Methodical approach to geometry conducive of reproducibility.
✓ Large community effort in Particle Physics, used at major LHC experiments, 

with proven track record of user support.
✓ Avoid unnecessary use of small home-cooked software solutions.
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In line with the EIC Software Statement of Principles

✓ DD4hep well-integrated in one of the major software stacks used for EIC 
detector design.

✓ Can easily be with any of the frameworks we will consider (fun4all, Gaudi, …)
✓ Project maturity and widespread support in HEP community make it a solid 

choice to use for all stages of EIC development, from TDR to run-time. 10



Path forward

● Detector 1 Reference Design implementation 
almost ready for validation, not much work needed 
to make October deadline (simulations starting in 
weeks!).

● Half of the collaboration already trained, and 
track-record of onboarding new people quickly.

● HEP converging on a supported modular stack of 
modern tools (Key4hep project), should seriously 
consider Key4hep in the next steps of our 
decision-making process. E.g. strong compatibility 
between DD4hep, ACTS, and EDM4hep.

● I strongly believe DD4hep is the only modern 
solution that really hits all the requirements.
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